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America is in crisis: The constitutional system of checks
and balances is failing to keep government within its
proper bounds. No matter who is elected, the federal
government remains unable to balance its budget, to
perform basic tasks efficiently, or to respect constitutional
limits. In response, a movement is arising to amend the
Constitution to clarify the scope of federal power and
impose additional restrictions upon its exercise. An
ultimate goal is to revive the Founders’
view of the federal government as a
America is in crifiscally responsible entity that protects
sis: The constihuman freedom.
tutional system of
checks and balances is failing to
keep government
within its proper
bounds.

Amending the Constitution to promote
Founding-Era principles is well
precedented. Most of the twenty-seven
amendments adopted thus far served this
purpose. The first eleven amendments
were designed largely to enforce on
the federal government the terms of the Constitution
as its advocates represented them during the ratification
debates of 1787-1790. The Twenty-First Amendment
restored the control of alcoholic beverages to the states.
The Twenty-Second restored the two-term presidential
tradition established by George Washington. The
Twenty-Seventh, limiting congressional pay raises, had
been drafted by James Madison and approved by the first
session of the First Congress (1789). In addition, several
other amendments that changed the Founders’ political
settlement did so to advance Founding principles. An
example is the Thirteenth Amendment, abolishing slavery.

Under Article V of the Constitution, amendments may
be proposed to the states either by Congress or by
what the document calls a “convention for proposing
amendments.”2 This assembly also has been called a
convention of the states, an Article V convention, and an
amendments convention. All those usages are correct;
as explained later, referring to it as a “constitutional
convention” is incorrect.
Congress must call a convention for proposing
amendments when two thirds of the states send
“applications” directing Congress to do so. Whether

for

proposed by Congress or by convention, an amendment
must be approved by three fourths of the states before it
becomes effective.
The Founders inserted the state-application-andconvention process because they recognized that
Congress might become irresponsible or corrupt and
refuse to propose needed changes—particularly if
those changes would restrain the power of Congress.3
Increasingly, Americans are recognizing
that the current situation is precisely
The Founders
the kind of situation for which the state
inserted the
application process was designed.
state-applicationand-convention
process because
Previous Findings
they recognized
This is the second Issue Paper in a
that Congress
three-part series. The first, Amending the
might become
Constitution by Convention: A Complete
irresponsible
View of the Founders’ Plan, was published
or corrupt and
by the Goldwater Institute on September
refuse to propose
16, 2010 and republished, in amended
needed changes—
form, by the Independence Institute
particularly if
at http://liberty.i2i.org/files/2011/08/
those changes
IP_7_2010.pdf. It relied on a very wide
would restrain
range of Founding-Era sources to explain
the power of
how the Founders expected the stateCongress.
application-and-convention process to
work, and what the rules governing the
procedure would be. Key findings were
as follows:
• Although today people tend to identify the term
“convention” with the famous 1787 meeting that
produced the Constitution, the founding generation
made extensive use of conventions during the period
from 1774 through 1787.
• Some of the Founding-Era conventions were
held within individual states. Others, such as the
Providence, Springfield, Hartford, New Haven, and
Annapolis conventions and the 1780 Philadelphia
convention, were interstate or “federal.” Some, such
as the conventions that set up state governments
during the Revolution, exercised broad powers.
Most were directed at one or more specific
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purposes, such as state conventions for proposing
state constitutional amendments or federal
conventions called to recommend measures of
economic regulation and price stability.
• Conventions for proposing amendments are
interstate or “federal,” and serve the limited purpose
of drafting and proposing amendments to the
states for ratification or rejection. Conventions
for proposing amendments, like other federal
conventions, are made up of delegates who are
agents of the state legislatures. In effect, the
entire convention is an collective agent of the state
legislatures.
• A state legislature’s “application” is its request to
Congress to call a convention. State governors have
no role in the application process.
• When calling a convention, Congress resumes its
pre-constitutional status as an agent for the applying
states. If two thirds of the states ask for an Article
V convention addressing the same subject matter,
Congress is required to call one. Congress sets
the initial time and place of the convention, but
otherwise has no authority over procedures or
composition.4 The President has no role in this or
any other part of the process.
• As in all previous federal conventions, each state
determines how its delegates are selected, how
many it will send, and how to compensate them.
At the convention, each state initially receives one
vote. The convention may modify this rule. The
convention also adopts its other rules and elects its
own officers.5
• Applying states may limit the subject matter that the
convention may consider. However, the Constitution
limits the states’ control over the convention in one
respect: The states may not dictate the precise
wording of an amendment or require the convention
to propose it. Rather, the convention decides
whether to propose amendments and prepares their
language.
• If the convention proposes one or more
amendments, Congress must decide whether each
proposal is to be submitted for ratification to state

conventions or to state legislatures. This is the only
part of the process in which Congress acts in its usual
role as an agent of the people rather than as an agent
of the states.
• If the convention makes a recommendation
outside the state-imposed agenda, it is only a
recommendation of the sort any agent is entitled
to make. It may be persuasive, but is without
legal force. In other words, it is not a “proposed”
amendment. Congress may not designate a mode
of ratification for it, nor may the states ratify it.6 In
the extremely unlikely event that Congress selected a
mode of ratification for a mere recommendation and
three fourths of the states purported to ratify it, then
the courts (and all governmental agencies) could treat
it as void.7
• As is true of any other proposed amendments, the
convention’s proposals are ineffective unless “ratified
by the Legislatures of three fourths of the several
States, or by Convention in three fourths thereof,
as the one or the other Mode of Ratification may
be proposed by the Congress.” The three fourths
requirement virtually guarantees
that no amendment can be adopted
We shall focus
without the support of a majority
on four crises:
(and more likely a supermajority) of
The demand for
the American people.8
a new convention in 1789,
Readers interested in how the Foundingthe Nullification
Era sources support those conclusions are
Crisis, the Prereferred to the first Issue Paper.
Civil War Crisis,
and the campaigns in the late
Scope of This Second Issue
19th and early
Paper
20th centuries.
This Issue Paper outlines the history of
the state-application-and-convention
process from 1789 through adoption
of the Seventeenth Amendment (direct election of U.S.
senators) in 1913. Although no Article V convention was
called during this period, states resorted repeatedly to the
application process in times of crisis. We shall focus on
four crises: The demand for a new convention in 1789,
the Nullification Crisis, the Pre-Civil War Crisis, and the
campaigns in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. We
shall examine each event and draw lessons from how the
application process was used.
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Post-Founding Developments
18th Century

in the

The First Applications for an Article V
Convention
The requisite nine states ratified the Constitution in 1788,
and the new government got under way in the spring of
1789. From that time until the end of the 18th century,
events (1) confirmed the Founding-Era understanding that
an Article V convention is not a directly popular body, but
a “convention of the states”; (2) confirmed that states may
apply either for a general or a limited-subject convention;
and (3) confirmed that neither the federal nor state
executives have a role in the process.
By the time Congress met in the spring of 1789, 11 of the
original 13 states had ratified (North Carolina and Rhode
Island had not yet done so). However, several states
were still unhappy with the Constitution as written and
wanted early action on proposed amendments – most
importantly a Bill of Rights. Two of those states, Virginia
and New York, accordingly applied for a convention for
proposing amendments. The Virginia application was dated
November 14, 1788. It demanded:
		 that a convention be immediately called, of deputies
from the several States, with full power to take into
their consideration the defects of this Constitution
that have been suggested by the State Conventions,
and report such amendments thereto as they shall
find best suited to promote our common interests,
and secure to ourselves and our latest posterity, the
great and unalienable rights of mankind.9
The New York application, dated February 5, 1789,
contained wording somewhat similar, but not identical:
		 that a Convention of Deputies from the several
States be called as early as possible, with full powers
to take the said Constitution into their consideration,
and to propose such amendments thereto, as
they shall find best calculated to promote our
common interests, and secure to ourselves and our
latest posterity, the great and unalienable rights of
mankind.10
Although these early applications were not successful in
the sense that a convention was not called, they did help
spur Congress to propose its own Bill of Rights.

Because the Constitution was still under consideration
by two states when they were issued, these applications
are instructive of how the Founders expected the stateapplication-and-convention process to work. The New
York constitution vested a qualified veto in a “council
of revision” that included the governor, but neither the
council nor the governor signed the application. This
is consistent with the finding in the first Issue Paper that
“legislature” in Article V meant the representative assembly
alone, and did not include any executive participation.
Both applications referred to an amendments convention
as a gathering of “deputies [agents] from the several
States,” as interstate conventions always had been. Such
a convention was not a gathering of direct representatives
of the people, as conventions had been within individual
states. Indeed, when the Pennsylvania legislature refused
to join Virginia and New York, it also referred to the
proposed meeting as “a convention of the states.”11
The wording of the New York application contemplated
a convention free to propose any amendments (“such
amendments thereto, as they shall find best calculated”).
The Virginia language suggested a subject matter that,
while broad, was limited. Virginia’s succeeding language
(“such amendments thereto as they shall find best suited
. . . ”) has been interpreted as authorizing an open
convention, but the preamble’s limiting words reveal an
intent that the convention address only those “defects
suggested by the State Conventions.” Thus, the Virginia
application at least arguably reflects the prevailing view that
state applications could limit the scope of the convention.

Submission of the First 11 Amendments
Congress adopted its proposed Bill of Rights in the
fall of 1789. Although the Constitution’s Presentment
Clause required that “Every Order, Resolution, or Vote
to which the Concurrence of the Senate and House of
Representatives may be necessary (except on a question
of adjournment) shall be presented to the President” for
signature or veto,12 the amendment was not submitted to
President Washington. Nor did Washington criticize the
omission. This was consistent with the understanding that
federal and state executives were not part of the process.
Five years later, Congress submitted the Eleventh
Amendment to the states, also without submission to the
President, and also without complaint. In Hollingsworth
v. Virginia,13 decided in 1798, the Supreme Court upheld
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this procedure. Although one party argued that the
Eleventh Amendment was ineffective because it lacked
presidential approval, the Court held such approval to be
unnecessary. The Court did not explain why, but a likely
reason was that the Founders had crafted the presentment
rule for legislation and its substitutes, not for congressional
resolutions under Article V.
At first glance, this seems to conflict with the text.
However, under the then-prevailing doctrine of equitable
construction, in rare cases a court could disregard the
literal meaning of the text when it clearly conflicted with
the “intent of the makers.”15 This appears to have been
what the court did in Hollingsworth, for a fair amount
of evidence implied that the Presentment Clause was
broader than intended – and that in Article V the words
“Congress” and “Legislatures” meant representative
assemblies only. This was, in fact, consistent with some
other parts of the text: the Guarantee Clause distinguished
legislative from executive roles in cases of insurrection or
invasion,16 and before the Seventeenth Amendment, the
Constitution lodged election of U.S. senators in the state
legislatures alone, not including their executives.17 The
justices would have remembered the ratification debates,
in which the highly influential Federalist writer, Tench
Coxe, had represented publicly that the President had
no role in the state-application-and-convention process.18
They also would have remembered that in 1789 the New
York council of revision did sign that state’s application,
and that the same year the First Congress sent the Bill of
Rights to the states without either presidential approval or
presidential protest.

Lessons from 18th-Century Practice
Practice in this era confirms the Founding-Era
understanding that an Article V convention is not a
directly popular body, but a convention of the states
triggered by state legislatures. It also confirms that state
legislatures may apply either for an unlimited or a limitedsubject convention, and that neither the federal nor state
executives have a role in the process.
						

The “Nullification” Crisis
State Applications during the Crisis
The first major constitutional crisis of the 19th century
arose from opposition to the War of 1812 in the New
England states, but no applications for amendments
seem to have been issued during that period. The
second constitutional crisis did generate Article V activity.

That activity shows a continued understanding of an
amendments convention as a vehicle by which state
legislatures identify specific problems to be addressed by
their delegations in a federal assembly. It also confirmed
the Founding-Era understanding that, although the applying
states could limit the subject matter of the convention,
they could not dictate specific words of amendment. In
addition, the crisis induced many to think of an Article V
convention as a way to resolve constitutional deadlock.
In the late 1820s, several Southern states, notably South
Carolina, were angered by a federal protective tariff.
South Carolina politicians promoted the doctrine of
interposition—popularly called “nullification”—by which
state legislatures or conventions could declare invalid
within state limits any federal law they saw as violating
the federal “compact.” Upon such a declaration, the
federal government would have to yield, resort to force,
or submit the matter to arbitration by a “convention of
the states.”19 For support, South Carolinians pointed to
the famous Virginia and Kentucky resolutions of 1798,
authored respectively by James Madison and Thomas
Jefferson.20
In a letter to a newspaper editor published in 1830,
Madison denied forcefully ever sanctioning nullification.
Instead, he adhered to a view Jefferson had expressed
in 1821:21 that the state-application-and-convention
procedure was the better way to resolve disputes about
the balance of state and federal powers.22
In the wake of Madison’s letter, South Carolina refined
its nullification theory to clarify that the ultimate arbiter of
the dispute should be a “Convention of the States” called
under Article V.23 The South Carolina legislature sent the
following application to Congress late in 1832:
		 Resolved, That it is expedient that a Convention
of the States be called as early as practicable, to
consider and determine such questions of disputed
power as have arisen between the States of this
confederacy and the General Government.24
Note that the application was for a gathering limited to
subject matter (to consider “questions of disputed power”
arising between the states and the federal government)25
and did not seek to dictate particular language to the
convention.
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Although this probably was intended as an Article V
application,26 its wording led some to believe that South
Carolina was seeking a plenipotentiary (“constitutional”)
convention, since it asked for an assembly “to consider
and determine . . . questions of disputed power.” In his
1833 response to South Carolina’s nullification resolution,
President Jackson adopted Madison’s position about the
role of an Article V “convention of all the states,” but did
not take notice of the South Carolina application.27
At about the same time, Georgia applied for an Article
V convention. The resolution as adopted by the state
house listed a range of areas in which the house believed
the Constitution needed amendment. That version
appears in the U.S. House Journal.28 In fact, the final
application, approved in December 1832, referred only
to amendments on the subject of tariffs and taxation.29 Yet
the operative words appear to contemplate a convention
unlimited as to subject matter:
		 for the call of a Convention of the people to amend
the constitution aforesaid in the particulars herein
enumerated, and in such others as the people of the
other States may deem needful of amendment.30
On the other hand, in early 1833, the Alabama legislature
adopted and transmitted to Congress the following
application with clearly limited subject matter:
This Assembly further recommends to the Congress
of the United States, as she has already done to her
co-States, the call of a Federal Convention to propose
such amendments to our Federal Constitution as may
seem necessary and proper to restrain the Congress of
the United States from exerting the taxing power for the
substantive protection of domestic manufactures.31
Like all other applications to date, the Alabama application
did not seek to dictate particular wording to the
convention. (Two decades later, in Dodge v. Woolsey,32 the
Supreme Court obliquely affirmed this procedure.)
Most state legislatures took the South Carolina, Georgia,
and Alabama calls under active consideration, but rejected
them, either explicitly or tacitly, usually on the ground
that a convention at that time would be “inexpedient.”33
A few states rejected the suggestion that a convention
for proposing amendments was the proper forum for
arbitrating such questions, preferring to rely on the courts

instead.34 Some state officials saw the applications as too
broad. The governor of New Jersey in particular argued
that the applications should have more narrowly defined
the subject matter for the convention.35
In addition to confirming the Founding-Era view that an
Article V convention could be (and usually would be)
limited to subject matter, the South Carolina and Alabama
petitions confirmed the idea that the assembly would
be a creature of the states. Hence, the South Carolina
application referred to the gathering as a “convention of
the states,” the Alabama application called it a “Federal
Convention,” and President Jackson’s 1833 proclamation
approved similar language. The Georgia application, to be
sure, characterized it as a “Convention of the people,” and
in Illinois there was an unsuccessful effort in the legislature
to insist that any such assembly would be a “convention
of the people” rather than of the states.36 In the other
states considering the issue, however, the most common
characterization was as a “convention of the states.”37
The Supreme Court took the same view. In 1831, the
Court decided Smith v. Union Bank of Georgetown,38 which
presented the issue of whether to apply to a decedent’s
estate the law of Virginia or the law of Maryland. The
Court held that by reason of pre-existing law and the
nature of the federal union, the law of Maryland should
be applied. It acknowledged, however, that result could
be changed by amendment “by a convention of the states,
under constitutional sanction....”

Lessons from the Crisis
Despite occasional confusion - for example, the imprecise
wording of the South Carolina application - prevailing
practice during this period generally was consistent
with the Founders’ views. Leaders usually understood
the Article V convention as an assembly of the states
rather than a directly popular body. State applications
usually focused on particular subject areas, but no state
legislature purported to dictate specific language. Madison
performed an important service in drawing attention to
the convention’s potential as a mechanism for adjudicating
power disputes through amendments to alter or clarify
jurisdictional boundaries.
		

Before

and during the

Civil War

State Applications to Avert Civil War
More Article V activity took place in the period
immediately before and during the Civil War. This
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activity shows that most politicians still understood that a
convention for proposing amendments was an agent of
the state legislatures and that applications could limit the
convention to a single subject. The history also reveals
some appreciation for the state-application-and-convention
process as a way for the states to gather to resolve
constitutional crisis. Unfortunately, it does not show
enough of that appreciation - for rather than move quickly
and confidently for an Article V convention, the states
tarried unduly. Their delays contributed to the tragedy of
the Civil War.
As Southern states began to consider secession in the
wake of Abraham Lincoln’s 1860 election, political leaders
undertook to craft a compromise that would save the
Union and stave off war. The compromise
formulae frequently included one or more
The Crittenden
constitutional amendments. Typical was
plan would have
the plan of Senator John J. Crittenden
reversed the
of Kentucky40—then the senior member
Supreme Court’s
of the Senate and a highly respected
notorious Dred
moderate. To modern readers who
Scott41 decision,
view it outside historical perspective, the
which had ruled
Crittenden plan seems harsh, for it would
that slavery was
have protected slavery where it existed,
forever legal in
enforced the fugitive slave laws, and
all the territories.
admitted slavery into western territories
south of the old Missouri Compromise
line (36 degrees, 30 minutes north latitude). Seen in
historical perspective, however, it seems more attractive.
The Crittenden plan would have reversed the Supreme
Court’s notorious Dred Scott41 decision, which had ruled
that slavery was forever legal in all the territories. California
was already in the Union as a free state, so the plan would
have extended slavery to New Mexico and Arizona only
- territories for which the institution was widely viewed as
impractical. In effect, the compromise would have isolated
slavery in a region of diminishing relative economic and
political importance, probably dooming it in the long term.
The immediate benefit would have been preservation of
the Union while avoiding a war that cost 600,000 lives,
500,000 wounded, and incalculable suffering.
Senator Crittenden’s plan received a good deal of public
support. But the composition of Congress was such that
no single plan could win even a majority of the votes—
much less the two thirds required to propose constitutional
amendments. Accordingly, advocates of reconciliation
began to consider the state-application-and-convention

method as a way to bypass Congress.
At a cabinet meeting on November 9, 1860, President
Buchanan supported an Article V convention to propose an
“explanatory amendment” on the subject of slavery.42 In the
ensuing months, several members of Congress - including
Representatives Charles Larrabee of Wisconsin, John C.
Burch of California, and Reuben Fenton of New York - all
offered congressional resolutions encouraging the states
to apply under Article V.43 George E. Pugh of Ohio and
James W. Grimes of Iowa did the same in the Senate.44 On
March 4, President Lincoln, now newly inaugurated, said
that while he had no specific amendments to recommend,
he had no objection to amendments generally, and that
he preferred proposal by a convention to proposal by
Congress.45
Meanwhile, the Commonwealth of Virginia - which had not
yet seceded - called for a less formal interstate convention.
The Commonwealth commissioned former President John
Tyler as its envoy to Congress. Congress took no action,
but throughout most of February 1861, 133 commissioners
from 21 of the 34 states met in what came to be known as
the Washington Peace Conference or Peace Convention.
Tyler served as chairman.
At the Peace Conference, Virginia recommended a
settlement based on the Crittenden plan,46 and the ultimate
recommendation of the conference was a variation of
that proposal. Unlike an Article V convention, however,
the Peace Conference had no constitutional standing to
propose amendments directly to the states. Instead of
promoting an Article V convention, the Peace Conference
decided to submit its proposal to Congress.47 The Senate
rejected the recommendation of the Peace Conference,
and the House refused even to consider it.48
Several states decided to attempt to break the deadlock
by filing Article V applications. We do not know how many
valid applications there were because all do not appear in
the congressional records. This may be because they were
not transmitted,49 but it is more likely that Congress, which
had no established way of handling such documents, simply
failed to record them. For example, the Illinois application
does not appear in the congressional records, but those
records do state that on February 28, 1861, New York
Senator William Seward announced that Kentucky, New
Jersey, and Illinois already had applied; two days later, Illinois
Senator Lyman Trumbell said the same thing.50
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Kentucky applied first (January 24, 1861), suggesting as
a basis for settlement the compromise offered by that
state’s favorite son, Senator Crittenden. The application’s
operative wording was for a general convention rather
than one limited by subject matter: “Resolved ... That
application to Congress to call a convention for proposing
amendments to the Constitution of the United States,
pursuant to the fifth article, thereof, be, and the same
is hereby now made.”51 The very next day, New Jersey
applied, stating in part:
		 4. And be it resolved, That the resolutions and
propositions submitted to the Senate of the United
States by Hon. JOHN J. CRITTENDEN, of Kentucky,
for the compromise of the questions in dispute
between the people of the northern and of the
southern States, or any other constitutional method
of settling the slave question permanently, will be
acceptable to the people of the State of New Jersey,
and the Senators and Representatives in Congress
from New Jersey be requested, and earnestly urged,
to support these resolutions and propositions.
		 5. And be it resolved, That as the Union of these
States is in imminent danger unless the remedies
before suggested be speedily adopted, then, as
a last resort, the State of New Jersey hereby
makes application, according to the terms of the
Constitution, of the Congress of the United States,
to call a convention (of the States) to propose
amendments to said Constitution.52
The Illinois legislature adopted its application on February
12,53 and on March 18, still another arrived in Congress
- from Indiana. In his capacity as President of the Senate,
Vice President John Breckinridge:
		 laid before the Senate a letter of the governor of
the State of Indiana, communicating a copy of a joint
resolution passed by the legislature of that State
on the 11th instant, requesting Congress to call a
convention of the States to take into consideration
the propriety of amending the Constitution, so that its
meaning may be definitely understood in all sections
of the Union....54

not begun in time. When Ohio submitted its application,
seven Southern states already had seceded.58

Applications during the Civil War
There were three applications transmitted after the
Civil War had begun. One was a reaffirmation from
Kentucky, adopted in 1863.59 In March 1864, North
Carolina, although still in rebellion, applied for an Article V
convention to resolve the war,60 and in September 1864,
Oregon submitted what apparently was intended to be
a single-subject-matter application for an amendment
abolishing slavery:
		 Whereas, article five, section one of the Constitution
of the United States provides for its own amendment
. . . and whereas in the process of the rebellion,
it has become apparent that African slavery has
been the cause thereof, and that there can be no
permanent peace with slavery as a political element
in the government, or with any of the attendant
laws in force in States thereof, and believing that the
Constitution ought to be so amended as to forever
prohibit involuntary servitude, except for crimes
within the United States and the territories thereof,
therefore,
		 Resolved That application is hereby made to the
Congress of the United States for calling a convention
for proposing amendments to the Constitution of the
United States.61

Lessons from the Antebellum and Civil War
Period
The lessons from the state application process during the
Civil War and the years leading up to the war reinforce
certain conclusions reached earlier. The Founding-Era
view was that an Article V convention was the creature
of the state legislatures, and not of the people directly,
and this certainly was confirmed: During this period,
the assembly was referred to repeatedly by the phase
“convention of the states” and certain variants. This was
true not only in the South, but in Border States (slave
states that had not seceded), and in the North as well.62
Others called it by its constitutional name - a “convention
for proposing amendments.”63 Few, if any, mistook it for a
constitutional convention.

Two days later, the Ohio legislature also applied.55
This brought the tally to five states.56 Unfortunately, others
took no action,57 and in any event the movement had

Most state applications during this era asked for a general,
rather than limited-subject, convention, because the
crisis required a comprehensive solution. Yet Oregon’s
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application for an amendment abolishing slavery showed
that the constitutional option of a limited-subject
convention had not been forgotten.
No one can say definitively that a convention for proposing
amendments could have averted Civil War. Certainly
some of the most respected political leaders of the day including Presidents Buchanan and Lincoln, and a number
of U.S. senators - thought it might. If their assessment was
correct, then the events of the time show us that there
can be far greater risks in failing to call a convention than in
calling one.

Campaign
Senators

for

Direct Election

of

People sometimes disagree on the issue of whether
elections for U.S. Senate should have been moved from
state legislatures to the voters at large. This Issue Paper
does not address the merits of that change but rather
discusses the deft way in which state applications for a
“convention of the states” dedicated to a single subject
were employed to enact a popular amendment over
staunch congressional opposition.
After the Civil War, members of Congress occasionally
suggested that states apply for a convention for proposing
amendments,64 but there was little campaigning for one.
That was to change dramatically at the end of the century.
The original Constitution had specified that members of
the House of Representatives were to be elected for twoyear terms by those voters in each state
who had “the Qualifications requisite for
To balance that
Electors of the most numerous Branch of
democratic
the State Legislature.”65 Because in nearly
influence with
all states voting qualifications for the lower
seasoning and
legislative chamber were fairly minimal
stability and to
(and were to be eased further), this
give the states a
rendered the House a very democratic
role in federal
institution.
governance, the
Framers prescribed that two
Senators be elected by each state
legislature for
six-year terms.

To balance that democratic influence with
seasoning and stability and to give the
states a role in federal governance, the
Framers prescribed that two Senators be
elected by each state legislature for sixyear terms.66 This method of election has
been credited widely with producing, at
least during the first half of the 19th century, a Senate of

good quality and some Senators of outstanding quality.67
There were, nonetheless, at least three drawbacks to the
system. First, smaller electorates (e.g., state lawmakers) are
easier to corrupt than larger electorates (e.g., the entire
people). Although cases where candidates purchased
Senate seats from state lawmakers were few during the
early years, they multiplied after 1850.68
Furthermore, the system was prone to deadlock. State
legislatures sometimes had to ballot for months on end
while their state remained under-represented in Congress.
A deadlock delayed the selection of New York’s senators
in the First Congress, and the phenomenon became more
and more common as time wore on.69 Between 1891
and 1905, there were 45 deadlocked senatorial elections
in 20 different states.70 Deadlock often
was broken by “stampeding”—last-minute
American histoelection of a dark horse whom no one
rians, who tend
previously had thought to be of senatorial
to sympathize
timber.71 In addition, because people
with the progres“voted” for a Senate candidate by voting
sives, sometimes
for state legislature, federal and state
imply that direct
issues became bundled, with state issues
election was the
often entirely submerged, both among the
only possible
voters72 (the Lincoln-Douglas senatorial
corrective, and
race of 1858 is the most famous example)
sometimes depict
and among state lawmakers.73
the campaign
as opposing ideAllegedly to cure these ills, the
alistic progresprogressives sought to move election of
sive reformers
U.S. senators from the legislatures to the
to the “greedy
people of the several74 states. American
corporations”
historians, who tend to sympathize with
that controlled
the progressives, sometimes imply that
a “Millionaires’
direct election was the only possible
Club” of “plutocorrective, and sometimes depict the
cratic” senators.
campaign as opposing idealistic progressive
reformers to the “greedy corporations”
that controlled a “Millionaires’ Club” of “plutocratic”
senators.75 As is often the case in history, the truth is
more complicated.
There were available remedies short of constitutional
amendment. Article I, Section 4, Clause 1 of the
Constitution provides as follows:
		 The Times, Places and Manner of holding Elections
for Senators and Representatives, shall be prescribed
in each State by the Legislature thereof; but the
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Congress may at any time by Law make or alter
such Regulations, except as to the Places of choosing
Senators.76
So although each state initially set its own election rules
for both House and Senate, Congress was permitted
to override those rules to a considerable extent. Thus,
Congress could alter the “Manner of holding Elections” for
senators within the state legislatures to specify procedures
less subject to deadlock. For example, Congress could
require that elections be conducted by joint votes of both
legislative chambers. It could mandate that a winner need
only a plurality rather than a majority of votes. It also
could select between secret ballot and viva voce voting,
and otherwise regulate election mechanics.77 (However,
this constitutional provision did not empower Congress
to govern campaigns and campaign finance, as is widely
assumed today.78) In addition, the Senate had the power
- exercised on several occasions - to expel members for
corruption.79 It would not have required a constitutional
amendment to strengthen the relevant law or Senate rules
pertaining to such matters.
Indeed, George H. Haynes, the leading historian of the
controversy and a strong advocate of direct election,
acknowledged that “some of the worst abuses might have
been corrected without taking the election
The neglect
from the legislatures.”80
of these and
other alternative
Congress enacted regulatory legislation
avenues to reform
in 1866, but the legislation was poorly
- even though
crafted and probably aggravated rather
more easily
than relieved the deadlock problem.81
attainable than
Still, reformers could have crusaded
a constitutional
for improvements in the law rather
amendment—
than for changes in the Constitution.
strongly suggests
A congressional regulation adopting a
that progressives
plurality-winner rule may have greatly
had more on
reduced or eliminated deadlock. A
their minds than
plurality-winner rule had been suggested
corruption, deadfor inclusion in the 1866 statute, but
lock, and issue
Congress rejected it.82 The neglect of
bundling
these and other alternative avenues
to reform - even though more
easily attainable than a constitutional
amendment—strongly suggests that progressives had
more on their minds than corruption, deadlock, and issue
bundling.

What else, then, were they thinking of? Part of the answer
comes from statistical research by historian John D.
Buenker, which shows that contest was not really between
“idealists” and “plutocrats” - not entirely, anyway. Buenker
concludes that a key component in the coalition for
direct election consisted of the big-city political machines,
mostly (but not exclusively) Democrat. The urban
bosses saw in direct election a greater share of power for
themselves and for the ethnic groups they represented.83
In some states, the goal was more purely partisan: to
weaken Republican senatorial candidates while benefitting
Democrats and Populists. Illustrative was Rhode Island,
where “the contest was clearly one between the urbanbased Democrats, aided by a few Progressives and
Republicans from similar constituencies, and the rural and
small-town based Republican organization.”84 Finally, the
progressives strongly favored augmenting federal power.
Direct election would end state participation in Congress,
and thereby facilitate federal incursion into areas of policy
traditionally under state control.

Use of Article V in the Campaign
We begin with five critical facts: First, the cause of direct
election enjoyed very high levels of popular support perhaps even higher than the modern popularity of a
balanced-budget requirement. Direct election seemed
a viable way of attacking corruption and state legislative
deadlock, just as a balanced-budget requirement is seen
as a way of imposing more fiscal restraint. Second, the
cause was one that state lawmakers - the
people empowered to make Article V
Direct election
applications - could appreciate. Even
seemed a viable
though transferring senatorial elections to
way of attacking
the voters would reduce the power of
corruption and
state lawmakers, most of those lawmakers
state legislative
had become thoroughly disgusted with
deadlock, just as
deadlock, long periods without senatorial
a balanced-budrepresentation, and the overshadowing of
get requirement
state issues in state legislative elections.
is seen as a way
of imposing more
Third, efforts to induce Congress to
fiscal restraint.
propose an amendment had proved
fruitless. When the state application
campaign began in 1899, the House of Representatives
already had voted three times for such an amendment,
only to see it die in the Senate.85 The same thing
happened again in 1900 and 1902.86 Most senators
simply had no interest in altering the method of election
that had elected them. A cause with overwhelming public
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support seemed blocked permanently in Congress, just
as proposals for a balanced budget amendment and term
limits have been blocked in Congress.
Fourth, advocates of direct election understood that
Americans often have amended their Constitution not
so much to change the fundamentals of the system as
to restore or reinforce those fundamentals. Those
advocates therefore cast their amendment in those terms.
As the 1911 Senate Judiciary Committee report said
in recommending the Seventeenth Amendment, social
change required altering the mode of election, “not for
the purpose of changing the fundamental principles of our
Government, but for the purposes of maintaining the very
principles which the fathers sought to establish.”87
Finally, Americans at the time of the direct-election
movement seem to have remembered most of their
constitutional history. They understood that when
applications from two-thirds of the states are received,
Congress has no choice in the matter - it must call a
convention.88 They also understood that state applications
can limit the subject matter, but that the convention, not
the states, actually drafts the amendment.89 States targeted
their applications toward direct elections, but did not
purport to dictate the amendment’s precise language. On
the other hand, there was enough constitutional amnesia
that opponents were able to argue that a convention
for proposing amendments would be a “constitutional
convention,” and prove a runaway.90 While the claim had
been made earlier in our history,91 this appears to be the
first time it was widespread. Indeed, some proponents
played into their adversaries’ hands by referring to the
assembly as a “constitutional convention.”92 As events
demonstrated, however, the claim was
not believed widely enough to derail the
The directmovement.
election campaign began with
The direct-election campaign began with
efforts to induce
efforts to induce Congress to report an
Congress to
amendment of its own. For example, on
report an amendJanuary 13, 1893, a unanimous Nebraska
ment of its own.
House of Representatives formally asked
Congress “to submit an amendment to
the Constitution of the United States
providing for the election of United States Senators by
a direct vote of the people.”93 Interest in direct election
may have motivated the Texas legislature to apply for
a convention on June 5, 1899 - apparently the first

application since the Civil War.94 We cannot be sure, for
this was an application unlimited as to subject. In it, the
legislature directed the Texas secretary of state to “send a
copy of this resolution to the Congressmen from Texas,
and to the governor of each State at once, and to the
legislatures of the several States as they convene, with a
request of them to concur with us in this resolution.”95
Texas’s decision to send its resolution to other states
suggested a desire to coordinate with other states in a
common plan. According to George Haynes, the same
year the Pennsylvania legislature:
		 created something of a sensation by not only
indorsing the demand for popular elections of
senators, but also by providing for the appointment
of a joint committee of five to confer with the
legislatures of other States regarding the election of
United States senators by popular vote. To the next
legislature, this committee reported that as a result
of their investigations they were of the opinion that
the Senate would not take favorable action in relation
to the election of senators by popular vote until
resolutions were passed by the legislatures of twothirds of the States making application to Congress
for a convention to propose an amendment to
the Constitution. The committee, therefore,
recommended that the States apply to Congress to
call such a convention, and that copies of a resolution
appended to their report be sent to the secretary of
state of each State, to the president of the United
States Senate, and to the speaker of the House.
This action was taken. At the next meeting of the
legislature, provision was made for continuing the
work of the committee and an appropriation was
made for its expenses.96
The Pennsylvania committee was charged with
coordinating the direct-election campaign with other states,
and to continue that work even when the Pennsylvania
legislature was not in session.97 It was, in other words,
organized in the tradition of the Revolutionary-era
“committees of correspondence” in the American colonies
-- and contemplated by James Madison as a remedy for
future federal abuse.98 On December 19, 1900, the
Georgia legislature established a similar committee,99 as did
Arkansas in 1901100 and Oklahoma in 1907.101
The Pennsylvania committee adopted an application form,
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and sent it to other states. The form was reflected in
Pennsylvania’s own application, as follows:
Whereas, A large number of State Legislatures
have at various times adopted Memorials and
Resolutions in favor of election of United States
Senators by popular vote;
And Whereas, The National House of
Representatives has on four separate occasions,
within recent years, adopted resolutions in favor
of this proposed change in the method of electing
United States Senators, which was not adopted by
the Senate;
And Whereas, Article V of the Constitution of
the United States provides that Congress, on the
application of the Legislatures of two-thirds of the
several States, shall call a convention for proposing
amendments, and believing there is a general
desire upon the part of the citizens of the State of
Pennsylvania that the United States Senators should
be elected by a direct vote of the people
Therefore, be it resolved . . .
That the Legislature of the State of Pennsylvania
favors the adoption of an amendment to the
Constitution which shall provide for the election
of United States Senators by popular vote, and
joins with other States of the Union in respectfully
requesting that a convention be called for the
purpose of proposing an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States, as provided for in
Article V of the said Constitution, which amendment
shall provide for a change in the present method of
electing United States Senators, so that they can be
chosen in each State by a direct vote of the people.
Resolved, That a copy of this concurred
Resolution, and application to Congress for the
calling of a convention, be sent to the Secretary
of State of each of the United States, and that a
similar copy be sent to the President of the United
States Senate, and the Speaker of the House of
Representatives.102
This resolution clarified that the legislature was applying
formally for an Article V convention, and not merely
requesting Congress to act, as Nebraska had done in
1893. The resolution eschewed the “open convention”
approach of Texas and provided instead that the
convention would consider only the particular subject
matter: direct election of senators. This approach

was consistent with the Founders’ expectations,103 and
reassured others that the applying state did not seek to
rewrite the entire Constitution. The approach of limiting
the convention to a single issue also was a familiar one to
state lawmakers, since a single-subject rule commonly was
(and still is) applied to state bills. The resolution properly
named the assembly sought as a “convention . . . for
the purpose of proposing an amendment,” rather than a
“constitutional convention.”
The Pennsylvania application did not to attempt to
dictate precise language to the convention, but left
amendment-writing to that body - also consistently
with the Founders’ understanding.104 The use of the
Pennsylvania application as a form for other states reduced
the risk that Congress might refuse to call a convention for
proposing amendments due to variations
in the applications. The Pennsylvania
The Pennsylvania
resolution included a list of recipients
application did
for all applications, in part to ensure that
not to attempt to
all applications were catalogued in the
dictate precise
same place. Previous applications had
language to the
been lost, or for other reasons failed to
convention, but
appear in the Congressional Record or its
left amendmentpredecessor publications, or had appeared
writing to that
in congressional publications only in
body - also consummary form.105
sistently with the
Founders’ underThe next direct-election application was
standing.
adopted by the Minnesota legislature on
February 9, 1901. It followed the same
basic principles as the Pennsylvania application, but did so
in tighter wording:
Be it enacted by the legislature of the State of
Minnesota:
SECTION 1. The legislature of the State
of Minnesota hereby makes application to the
Congress, under the provisions of Article V of the
Constitution of the United States, for the calling
of a convention to propose an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States making United
States Senators elective in the several States by direct
vote of the people.
SEC. 2. The secretary of state is hereby directed
to transmit copies of this application to the Senate,
House of Representatives of the Congress and
copies to the members of the said Senate and House
of Representatives from this State; also to transmit
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copies hereof to the presiding officers of each of
the legislatures now in session in the several States,
requesting their cooperation.106
From that time, applications began to appear in Congress
with regularity and in considerable numbers. Some, such
as Montana’s application of February 21, 1901, generally
followed the Pennsylvania language.107 So also did the
applications of such states as Tennessee (1901),108 Nevada
(1903),109 and Iowa (1904).110 Oregon applied just a few
days after Minnesota, following the Minnesota formula.111
Michigan adopted the same approach in its application later
the same year.112
On the whole, the applying legislatures showed a good
deal of discipline, but some could not resist adding imprints
of their own. South Dakota’s resolution of 1907, for
example, included a preamble reciting that “election of
United States Senators by the legislatures of the several
States frequently interfere [sic] with important legislative
duties, and has in many States resulted in charges of
bribery and corruption.”113 Occasionally, a state would
pursue a riskier course. Washington State applied for an
unlimited convention (1903).114 Oklahoma also applied
for an unlimited convention, although the application
contained the text of a direct-election amendment that
“the State of Oklahoma will propose.”115 The Louisiana
legislature indicated in its preamble a direct-election
motive, but - either deliberately or inadvertently - used
operative referring to an unlimited “constitutional
convention.”116
Fortunately for the campaign, deviation from the basic
formula was not common. In fact, during the same period
states employed the formula to apply for amendments on
other subjects. Perhaps the leading issue, other than direct
election of Senators, was the continued de facto existence
of polygamy in Utah, which many states sought to stamp
out via constitutional amendment.117
No issue, however, garnered as many applications as direct
election of Senators. By the end of 1905, perhaps 20
states had applied to Congress.118 By 1912, 31 states had
applied - only one shy of the required two-thirds of 48.119
The campaign for an Article V convention was
complemented by numerous other methods of
persuasion. Members of Congress repeatedly
introduced resolutions of their own - at least 287 by

1912.120 Private groups petitioned for direct election.
Political parties included the issue in their platforms. State
legislatures issued petitions urging Congress to propose an
amendment. They also scheduled popular referenda on
the question,121 which revealed strong public support. In
addition, state legislatures adopted legal devices designed
to make the process of legislative election mimic popular
election. These devices included nomination by direct
primary, advisory elections, and ballot language indicating
whether legislative candidates had pledged to vote for the
people’s choice.122 By December 1910, nearly half the
senators who were to take office in the following year
already had been designated by popular vote.123 The
effect on the Senate’s personnel weakened opposition to
direct election in that chamber.124 In 1912, the Senate
finally yielded and approved the measure that became the
Seventeenth Amendment.

Lessons from the Campaign
Despite some confusion sowed by the opposition,
for the most part the organizers of the direct-election
application campaign remembered constitutional rules
laid down by the Founders: (1) single-subject applications
were permitted and expected, (2) applications could not
actually draft the amendment, and (3) the procedure
was designed to make reforms that Congress would not
undertake itself. It was still widely understood that an
amendments convention was a gathering of delegates of
states, as the wording of the 1907 Oklahoma application
demonstrated.125
The experience offers other lessons, too: The issue
selected was overwhelmingly popular and appealing to
state lawmakers. Advocates supplemented the application
campaign with other tactics and demonstrated courage
and perseverance in the face of real and claimed
uncertainty. Advocates emphasized that, even though
they were altering the Constitution, they were doing so in
furtherance of founding principles.

Conclusions
As shown in the first Issue Paper of this three-part series,126
the historical record reveals that the Founding generation
had a fairly clear understanding of how the stateapplication-and-convention method of amendment was
supposed to work, and what the rules governing it were
to be. This second Issue Paper has shown that during
the first 125 years under the Constitution, procedures
followed usually were consistent with the Founders’
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understandings.
Thus, the Founders expected that most applications would
be limited to particular subjects, and during this period a
majority of them were. The Founders viewed the call
at the behest of two thirds of the states as mandatory
on Congress, and during this period, the Founders’
view was generally accepted. The Founders saw the
convention for proposing amendments as a creature of
the state legislatures—and during the era surveyed here,
the Supreme Court, President Jackson, and most others
agreed. The Founders believed that the President and
state executives had no role in the process, and both the
Supreme Court’s decision in Hollingsworth v. Virginia and
subsequent practice tended to comply. Leading Founders,
particularly Madison, had drawn a sharp
distinction between an Article V convention
The Founders
and a true constitutional convention, and
saw the convenonly toward the end of the period was
tion for proposthere significant dissent on that point
ing amendments
- dissent ultimately disregarded. The
as a creature
Founders assumed that the convention had
of the state
discretion over an amendment’s language.
legislatures—and
The Supreme Court agreed, and applying
during the era
states universally acted on the same
surveyed here,
assumption.
the Supreme
Court, President
The third Issue Paper in this series will list
Jackson, and
specific recommendations based on the
most others
history outlined in the first two papers and
agreed.
on the law as laid down by the courts.
Based on practice and interpretation
through 1913, however, those using the state-applicationand-convention process must remember the following:
• An Article V convention is a gathering of delegates
designated by the state legislatures - not a directly
popular assembly. Congress has no role in choosing
delegates or setting convention rules, including rules
of voting. Congress has an affirmative fiduciary duty to
treat all states equally in this process.
• Assent of the American people is assured by the
constitutional rules requiring state super-majorities at
both the application and ratification stages, and the
congressional prerogative of requiring ratification by
popular conventions.
• Because the state-application-and-convention process

is driven by state legislatures, congressional duties
(except for choosing between the two modes of
ratification) are ministerial only, and state and federal
executives have no role in the process.
• Although the state legislatures may not write
amendments for the convention, that assembly is
otherwise an agent of the state legislatures and bound
by restrictions those legislatures impose on the scope
of the convention.
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3
Natelson, Amending, supra note 1.
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reprinted in 18 DOCUMENTARY HISTORY 277, 283.
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Pullen, supra note 1, at 33.
20
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to be a good sources of original understanding, see Natelson,
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the remaining 13) immediately adopted legislative resolutions
formally repudiating them. The counter-resolutions are at http://
www.constitution.org/rf/vr_04.htm (last accessed October 4,
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21
Caplan, supra note 1, at 47.
22
James Madison to Edward Everett, Aug. 28, 1830:
Should the provisions of the Constitution as here reviewed
be found not to secure the Govt. & rights of the States agst.
usurpations & abuses on the part of the U. S. the final resort
within the purview of the Constn. lies in an amendment of
the Constn. according to a process applicable by the States.
23
Pullen, supra note 1, at 37-38.
24
26 HOUSE J. 219-20. The resolution was dated Dec. 13,
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1832.
25
It could not, therefore, consider such issues as whether the
President’s term of office should be changed.
26
Pullen, supra note 1, at 38-39.
27
Jackson wrote:
It is true that the governor of the State speaks of the
submission of their grievances to a convention of all the
States; which, he says, they “sincerely and anxiously seek
and desire.” Yet this obvious and constitutional mode of
obtaining the sense of the other States on the construction
of the federal compact, and amending it, if necessary, has
never been attempted by those who have urged the State
on to this destructive measure. The State might have
proposed a call for a general convention to the other States,
and Congress, if a sufficient number of them concurred,
must have called it.
PRESIDENT JACKSON’S PROCLAMATION OF THE 10TH
OF DECEMBER, 1833, CONCERNING THE ORDINANCE
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ON THE SUBJECT OF THE TARIFF
584 & 592 (Nov. 24, 1832), 4 ELLIOT’S DEBATES, supra note
1, at 582, 592.
28
The application set forth at 26 HOUSE J. 270-71 reads in
part:
And the experience of the past having clearly proved
that the constitution of the United States needs amendment
in the following particulars:
I. That the powers delegated to the General
Government, and the rights reserved to the States or to the
people, may be more distinctly defined.
II. That the power of coercion by the General
Government over the States, and the right of a State
to resist an unconstitutional act of Congress, may be
determined.
III. That the principle involved in a tariff for the direct
protection of domestic industry may be settled.
IV. That a system of federal taxation may be established,
which shall be equal in its operation upon the whole people,
and in all sections of the country.
V. That the jurisdiction and process of the Supreme
Court may be clearly and unequivocally settled.
VI. That a tribunal of last resort may be organized to
settle disputes between the General Government and the
States.
VII. That the power of chartering a bank, and of
granting incorporations, may be expressly given to, or
withheld from Congress.
VIII. That the practice of appropriating money for
works of internal improvement may be either sanctioned
by an express delegation of power, or restrained by express
inhibition.
IX. That it may be prescribed what disposition shall be
made of the surplus revenue when such revenue is found to
be on hand.
X. That the right to, and the mode of disposition of the
public lands of the United States, may be settled.
XI. That the election of President and Vice President
may be secured, in all cases, to the people.
XII. That their tenure of office may be limited to one
term.
XIII. That the rights of the Indians may be definitely
settled.
Only items III and IV survived the Georgia Senate. Pullen, supra
note 1, at 43.

Pullen, supra note 1, at 43.
The application was approved by the governor on Dec. 22,
1832.
31
26 HOUSE J. 361-62 (Jan. 12, 1833) (italics added).
Some have suggested this was not a valid Article V convention,
since it merely “recommend[ed] to Congress . . . the call of
a Federal Convention.” Pullen, supra note 1, at 45; Martin,
supra note 1, at 619 (both citing Herman Ames, a compiler
of proposed amendments). But this suggestion seems
hyper-technical. The Alabama resolution was rather clearly
what an Article V application was supposed to be: a request
that Congress “call a Federal Convention to propose . . .
amendments to our Federal Constitution.”
32
59 U.S. 331 (1855). The court stated of the amendment
process that
the people of the United States, aggregately and in their
separate sovereignties ... have excluded themselves from
any direct or immediate agency in making amendments
to [the Constitution], and have directed that amendments
should be made representatively for them, by the congress
of the United States, when two thirds of both houses shall
propose them; or where the legislatures of two thirds
of the several States shall call a convention for proposing
amendments [subject to state ratification].
Id. at 348.
The clear implication is that the states (the people’s “separate
sovereignties”) cannot dictate directly amendments themselves,
and that the drafting and proposal are the prerogatives of
Congress or the convention.
33
See Pullen, supra note 1, at 47-67 (containing a state-by-state
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